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(Communicated by Richard Durrett)

Abstract. Let (B, || • ||) be a real separable Banach space and {Xnk ; n >

1, 1 < k < n) a triangular array of iid B-valued random variables. Set

S(n) = 12k=ixn,k> n > 1 , and Log/ = logmax{e, f}, t £ 9Í. In this

paper, we characterize the limit behavior of S{n)/y/2n Log« , n > 1 . As an

application of our result, we resolve an open problem posed by Hu and Weber

(1992). The case of row-wise independent arrays is also dealt with.

1. Introduction

Let {X, Xn>k;l < k < n, n > 1} be a triangular array of iid real ran-

dom variables. Hu, Móricz, and Taylor [4] obtained the Strong Law of Large

Numbers by showing that

1   "
(1.1) ~Y2x„ k, n> I,    converges to   E(X) (finite) a.s.

k=\

if and only if EX2 < oo . This means that in order to extend the Strong Law of

Large Numbers from sequences to arrays, one has to strengthen the finite first

moment condition to the finite second moment.

However, there is a world of difference between sequences of iid random

variables and arrays of iid random variables. The Law of the Iterated Logarithm
cannot hold for arrays. More precisely, Hu and Weber [5] proved that

(1.2) limsup^k£^ = l   a.s.
n^oo   y/2n Log n

provided

(1.3) £1 = 0,     £I2=1    and   £I4<oo,
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and that

(1.4)

provided

(1.5) EX

Y^k=l %n,lim sup    .
«-»oo   y/2n Log n

oo   a.s.

0,    EX2 = 1    and   E\X\q = oo   for some 2 < q < 4.

As noted on p. 482 of Hu and Weber [5], the behavior of Y,k=x X„tk, n> 1,

when E\X\" < oo for all q < 4 but EX4 = oo remains an open problem.

In this paper we characterize precisely the limit behavior of

^2x„tk/y/2nLogn,
k=\

n > 1,

thus resolving the open problem posed by Hu and Weber [5]. Theorem 2.1, the

main result of this paper, involves a Banach space setting. In §3 we consider

the case of row-wise independent 5-valued arrays, generalizing Theorem 2.1.

2. Main results

Let us begin with some notation. Let (B, || • ||) be a real separable Banach

space with topological dual B*.   Let {I, Xnk; 1 < k < n,n > 1} be an
array of iid 5-valued random variables. Set S(n) — X„ t x + X„ 12 -\-h X„ t n ,

n > 1.   Let I„,  n > 1, be a sequence of iid 5-valued random variables

with the same distribution as I. Set Sn = Xx + X2 -\-h Xn , n > 1. Let
Log? = logmax{e, t}, t £ £H. Let H be the reproducing kernel Hubert space

associated with p = £?(X), the law or distribution of I, and K the unit ball

of H. For a study of the properties of H and K, see Kuelbs [7]. The symbol
C({Y„; n > 1}) stands for the cluster set of the family {Y„ ; n > 1} of random

variables. We can now state the main result.

Theorem 2.1. Let {X, Xnk; I < k < n, n > 1} be an array of iid B-valued
random variables. If

(2.1)

then

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

r £i = o,
£((JBr4||)z)<0°,     and

-H^— ,        " > 1, converges to 0 in probability,
\   y 2« Log n

S(n)

y/2n Log n

C

; n > 1 > is conditionally compact in B) = 1,

S(n)

y/2n Log n
n > 1 K   a.s.,

lim sup
\\S(n)

n^oo   y/2n Log n
sup |
x€K

a.s.

Conversely, (2.2) implies (2.1).
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Proof. Note that K is compact if and only if {f2(X) ; f £ B* ,\\f\\< 1} is
uniformly integrable. See Kuelbs [7]. Now,

Hill4
< 00

,(Log 11X11)2,

implies that Edliy)2 < oo . Consequently, K is compact. To show that (2.2)

is valid, it will suffice to show that, for each e > 0,

(2.5)
S(n)

£(KE)C i.0.\ =0,
\ y/2n Log n

where Ke = {y G B ; inf^ \\y - x\\ < e} and (Ke)c = B- (K£). Note that

(2.6)
nT\    \\/2nYogn )      ^    \y/2nYogn

= yP    inf
^       \x€K
n>\       \ y/2n Log n

- x > e

and that, by Theorem 1.2 of Li and Wang [11] for r = 2 (see Theorem 3 of

Lai [8] when B = R and p = 4),

(2.7)
K is compact and for every e > 0,

E„>,^(in£ x\\ > e) < oo

if and only if (2.1) holds. (Some comments are in order on the equivalence of

(2.1) and (2.7). Li and Wang [11] proved the equivalence of (2.1) and (2.7) by
using a result on moderate deviations for partial sums of iid random variables.

This result on moderate deviations can be found in Chen [2], de Acosta [3], and

Ledoux [9]. When B is the real line, Lai [8] proved the equivalence of (2.1)

and (2.7) by using a limit theorem for delayed sums. See Theorem 2 of Lai [8].)

Consequently, (2.1) implies that

(2.8)
n>\

S(n)

y/2n Log n
£ (KE)C    < oo   for every e > 0,

and hence, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, (2.5) follows and so does (2.2). By

some remarks of Li and Wang ([11], p. 103), (2.1) also implies that, for every

X £ K ,

(2.9) £'
n>l

Sn

y/2nhogn
- X < e   = oo   for every e > 0.

Thus, for every x £ K and e > 0,

S(n]
(2.10) J2P[

Note that

y/2n Log n
- x

n>\

S(n)

Sn

y/2n Log n '

y/2n~Logn

n>\,

- X < E ]   = OO.
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is a sequence of independent ß-valued random variables. By the Borel-Cantelli

Lemma, for every x £ K,

(2.11)
S(n)

£ B(x, e) i.o.    =1    for every e > 0,
y/2n Log n

where B(x, e) = {y G B ; \\y - x\\ < e} . Hence for every x £ K,

S(n)
(2.12) xeC   «

Since B is separable, we get

(2.13) Kcci

y/2n Yog n

S(n)

; n > 1

y/2n Log n '

On the other hand, (2.5) implies that

S(n)

n> 1

a.s.

a.s.

(2.14) C
y/2n Log n

;n>l})cK   a.s.

Thus (2.3) follows. Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we get (2.4). Finally, we prove
that (2.2) implies (2.1). In fact, the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and (2.2) imply that,
for some 0 < A < oo,

(2.15)
n>\

S(n)

y/2n Log n
> A    < oo.

It follows that, for every e > 0,

(2.16)
n>l       v '

> e    < oo.

and hence that S„/n , n > 1, converges to 0 a.s. Thus EX = 0. By a standard

argument, one can assume that I is symmetric. By the Levy inequality and

(2.15), we observe that

(2.17) Vf( max ||I„ k\\ > Ay/2nLogn )

which is equivalent to

< oo.

(2.18)

Thus we get

«>i
J]«F(||I|| > y/2nhogn) < oo.

Il^ll4
< 00.

,(Log Hill)*,

The convergence in probability of the sequence Sn/y/2nLogn, n > 1, to 0

follows from the facts that

f(S(/î))    = £fc=i-fl*".*>,        n>l, converges to 0 in probability
y/2n Log n        y/2n Log n
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for every f £ B* and the sequence

[ y/2n Log n J

of distributions is tight (since (2.2) holds). Hence (2.2) implies (2.1).

As an application of Theorem 2.1, we solve the open problem proposed by

Hu and Weber [5] in the following way.

Corollary 2.2. Let {X, Xn¡k ; 1 < k < n, n > 1} be an array of iid real-valued
random variables. Then

v S(n) ,
hm sup    . = = 1   a.s.,

n->oo   y/2n Log n

S(n)
= -1   a.s.,

;n>l}\=[-l,l]   as.

< 00 .

3. Some further comments

In this section we want to relax the assumption that the array be iid to the

assumption that the array be identically distributed and row-wise independent.

Such arrays do arise when one is interested in the limit behavior of the sequence
of least squares estimators in the environment of linear models. See KafFes and

Bhaskara Rao [6], for example. Tomkins [12] studied the Law of the Iterated

Logarithm for double sequences of random variables. Let {Y, Y„ k ; 1 < k <
n, n > 1} be an array of identically distributed and row-wise independent

5-valued random variables. The limit behavior of the sequence ¿Zk=i Yn,k >

n > 1, is the main focus of this section. Let Yn , n > 1, be a sequence of iid
ß-valued random variables with the common distribution the same as that of
Y. We have the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Let {Y,Ynk;l < k < n,n > 1} be an array of identically
distributed and row-wise independent B-valued random variables and Yk, k >

1, a sequence of iid B-valued random variables with the common distribution

the same as that of Y such that

EY = 0,

(3.1) { ^(lSw)<00'    and

yk^ k ,       n > 1, converges to 0 in probability.
y/2nlx>%n
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(I) Then

(3.2)     P I <     k=x   "' = ; n > 1 > is conditionally compact in B ) = 1,
\{y/2nLogn J J

("> c({^Ä;"äl})c^ "■

and

(3.4) limsup^^±¿^< sup ||jc||   fl.5.,
«—oo        y/2nLogn xeKy

where Ky is the unit ball of HY , the reproducing kernel Hubert space associated
with the law Sf(Y) of Y.

(II) Further, for each given 0 < a < 1 and for each B-valued random variable

Y satisfying (3.1), there exists an array {Y, Znk; I < k < n, n > 1} of

identically distributed and row-wise independent B-valued random variables such

that

(3.5) C\[^}=xZn'k--;n>l\\ = aKY   a.s.
\ [ y/2n Log n J )

and

(3.6) limsup^ââJ-^^ = o/sup ||X|A    as
«-»oo     y/2n Log n \xeKY      /

Proof. The first part of Theorem 3.1 can be proved in much the same way as

Theorem 2.1, so we only give the proof of the second part of Theorem 3.1.

Let Y, Y„ , n > 1, be a sequence of iid ß-valued random variables satisfying

(3.1). In all the following cases, let {Y, X„ k ; 1 < k < n, n > 1} be an array
of iid 5-valued random variables.

Suppose a = 0. Take

Z„,k = XkA,        1 < k <n, n > 1.

By (3.1),

«"» c({^T|=-al})=c({v^;"£l})=0^

in view of the fact that

V"    Y
(3.8) lim     . k=x        =0   in probability, and hence a.s.

«—oo ̂ 2«Log«

In fact, (3.8) can be deduced from Theorem 1.4 of Berger [1]. Further,

(3.9) lim sup l! ?=' Z-^- = lim sup !l ̂ =1 Yú = 0   a.s.
«-»oo     y/2n Log n «-»oo   y/2n Log n

Suppose 0 < a < 1 . Let p = a~2 > 1 . Observe that

{1,2,3,...}= \J{[(m-iy]+U[(m-iy] + 2,...,[m>>]},
m>\
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where the sequence of sets indexed by m is pairwise disjoint.   Set for each

n£{[(m-l)P]+l, [(m- I)?] + 2, ... , [m"]} and m =1,2,...,

%n,k = X[mP],ki I < k < n.

For example, when p = 2, the set array comports itself as follows:

Zi, i Ii, i
^2,1 Z2¡2 I41 I4j2

^3,1^3,2^3,3 I4ji I4>2 14,3

Z4)i Z4;2 Z4j3 Z4j4 = I41 I4;2 I4>3 I4j4

Z5,1 Z5 _ 2 Z5 _ 3 Z5 ; 4 Z5 _ 5       I9 > ! I9 ; 2 I9,3 I9,4 I9, 5

Using the argument presented in Theorem 2.1 with obvious modifications, we

have

(3.10)

2^k=\ ^[mp],k

V I y/2mP Log m

Consequently,

m > 1

(3.11)   C
y/2n Log « '

« > 1

cf/ffilAW;yy|>i\^=jr.
y [y/ 2mP Log m Jy

2^fc=i z-[r»/'].fr

= Ay     a.S.

DC
y/2mPLogmP

; m > 1

On the other hand, for each subset A c B and t > 0, by Theorem 3.1 of Li

[10], we have

(3.12) max        inf
[(m-l)'']<«<[m<,]xe.4

2_,fc=l Zn>/c

y/2mP Log w''
> /

F max        inf
\[(m-l)"]<.n<[ni'']Jce/4 i/2w^Logm^

-x > í

< 2F    inf
\x<EA

<m"] y
<k=\ A[m"],k

where

pm =    max

y/2mP Log mP

medllE^1 Xlm,}

>t~Pn

i<k<[mp]     y/2mP Log mP

which converges to 0 as m —» 00.   (For any random variable I, med(||I||)

denotes the median of the real random variable ||I||.) Combining (3.12) and

the fact that mp/(m - l)p converges to unity as m -» 00 , we obtain

(3.13)
Wm'] y
2-*=l A[m?],kc Y,k=l Zn,k

;»>1      CC ; m > 1 >    = aKY   a.s.
y/2n Log n '    _   \j y| v/2w''Logw/'

Thus (3.5) holds. (3.6) follows in the same vein. This completes the proof.

Although the Law of the Iterated Logarithm does not hold in general for
arrays of row-wise independent random variables, we guess that the following

statement is true.
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Conjecture. Let [Y, Yn>k; 1 < k < n, n > 1} be an array of identically dis-

tributed and row-wise independent real-valued random variables. If

(3.14) £7 = 0   and   EY2 = 1,

then

(3.15) lim sup -fàÊ^Yn>k     >i   a.s.
«-»oo   -y/2/îLogLog«

and

(3.16) liminf^S^'7"^     <-1   a.s.
«-»oo   ^/2n Log Log n
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